
The Next Level in the  
Construction Supply Chain

www.vjtechnology.com/istore



What is VJ iStore®?

VJ iStore® is an innovative, next-generation procurement solution from 

VJ Technology. A first of its kind, that enables fast-paced construction 

projects to keep an expansive stock holding of our high-quality fixings, 

fasteners and building consumables directly on-site. 

By bringing our warehouse to a dedicated on-site room or through one of our bespoke 

containers, projects utilising a VJ iStore® are fed a constant supply of their favourite items  

that can be clicked and collected in a matter of minutes. 

Benefits
Inspired by the Amazon locker solution, the VJ iStore®  

offers incredible benefits:

  Up to 70% reduction in carbon emissions caused  

by daily deliveries to site.

  24 hours a day / 7 days a week access to a supply  

of products specifically tailored to your project.

  Reduced loss and theft of products from busy sites.

  Increased productivity as items are available when 

required – no time wasted awaiting deliveries.

  Local on-site control and ordering at the point of need.

  Supports clients cash flow as the solution negates  

the need to pre-order stock in advance.

  We provide a dedicated team to execute a supply 

program aligned with your strategic goals.

  Onsite and offsite technical product support.

For more information, visit our website:

www.vjtechnology.com/istore



Why choose VJ iStore®?

It’s safe, secure, and intelligent.  
And completely autonomous.
Through a patent-pending process that uses intelligent  

stock control, multi-point security and a click-and-collect  

web ordering system, VJ iStore®’s are packed with the  

latest autonomous technology to be online 24 hours  

a day, 7 days a week.

Ordering from the VJ iStore® online portal is seamless  

and works across any mobile or desktop device. Once an  

order is placed, a unique access PIN code is generated  

and sent to your mobile device ready for order collection  

at your chosen entry date and time. 

A bespoke and scalable solution.
Giving a new lease of life to shipping containers that  

are modular by design, we can create VJ iStore® builds  

that are tailored to your site space and supply needs.  

Whether it’s a single 20ft container, or two double-stacked  

40ft HC containers, there are no limits and there is a  

solution for every site.

An inventory that evolves with you.
The technology aside, your VJ iStore® inventory is  

what keeps projects moving at breakthrough levels  

of productivity and efficiency. A dedicated VJ iStore®  

account manager works alongside you to ensure your  

inventory is kept in constant supply of your most popular  

items, and any new ones you have on your watchlist  

for the next phase in your development.

A win for productivity.  
A bigger win for the environment.
VJ iStore®’s help spread a positive reduction of emissions  

across the construction supply chain, thanks to the solution’s  

simple model; we drive less and stock more, enough to last  

weeks at a time, so we keep more of our vans off the road  

each week. This means our road emissions reach new lows,  

whilst on-site productivity reaches new highs. 



More Information
For more information on how VJ iStore® can help 
to support your project, visit our website

www.vjtechnology.com/istore

Customer testimonials

“ As an early adopter of this solution we were able to work 

closely with VJ Technology to help them refine the offering 

which we believe is an exciting development, which helps 

address a number of challenges we face. Perhaps most 

importantly though the reduction in daily deliveries that 

reduce our impact on both the environment and the local 

communities we operate in.”

“ VJ iStore® fuses ecommerce, smart security and smart 

logistics with our tried and tested supply chain to provide  

a seamless customer experience. You can collect the 

product as quickly as you can walk to the store and open 

the door. This truly is the next level in the construction 

supply chain.”

“ We use the VJ iStore® 24/7 and so far 25% of our orders 

have been out of hours – before 8am or after 5pm – and 

15% have been on weekends. Previously this could have 

resulted in project delays and or rescheduling but this 

solution enables us to continue.”
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